
AN OVERVIEW OF ENTREPRENEURIAL FIRMS IN THE UNITED STATES

To do this, we invited companies to apply and evaluated them based on four metrics: impact, innovation, growth, and
leadership. The result is our Entrepreneur.

The company was started by a Swede and a Dane who contracted out much of their work to computer
programmers in Estonia. Many of those small businesses rapidly grow big. The success of Skype, which
pioneered internet-based telephone calls, was a striking example of the new European entrepreneurialism.
Ohanian, a professor of economics at UCLA. The data points to four likely explanations. European
egalitarianism, too, militates against entrepreneurialism: the EU is much more interested in promoting small
businesses in general than in fostering high-growth companies. Hathaway says that in , two-thirds of metro
areas received no first-round money. About half of the start-ups in the Valley have their roots in the university.
Highland Capital Partners receives about 10, plausible business plans a year, conducts about 1, meetings
followed by company visits and ends up making investments a year, all of which are guaranteed to receive an
enormous amount of time and expertise. It documents the story of American entrepreneurs, providing more
frequent and extensive data than previously available. On Inc. Yet for all its structural and cultural problems,
Europe has started to change, not least because America's venture capitalists have recently started to export
their model. Europeans are also much more suspicious of business. After the second world war J. He is
particularly upbeat about changing demographics, viewing young people as founders-in-waiting rather than as
missing in action. And those declines swept across industries, including tech. The survey is conducted by the
Census Bureau in accordance with an interagency agreement with the National Center for Science and
Engineering Statistics. To provide short up to two pages overviews of data sets in one place that point to lots
of relevant information but are highly curated and edited to ensure brevity and clarity. The rate of nascent
entrepreneurship has almost doubled since , from 4. The European market remains much more fragmented
than the American one: entrepreneurs have to grapple with a patchwork of legal codes and an expensive and
time-consuming patent system. Britain's Cambridge, for example, has spawned more than 3, companies and
created more than millionaires in the university. And the combination of the terrorist attacks on America on
September 11th and rising xenophobia is making the country less open to immigrants. Ambitious soloists are
also potential sources of innovation. The use of the LBD as its source data permits tracking establishments and
firms over time. In , young people launched 35 percent of startups. In some countries bankruptcy spells social
death. A depressing number of European universities remain suspicious of industry, subsisting on declining
state subsidies but still unwilling to embrace the private sector. The second advantage is a tradition of close
relations between universities and industry. So is Richard Branson. Special reportGlobal heroes. To get a
better handle on these folks, we surveyed visitors to Inc. And while crowdfunding looks promising, enactment
of the Title III section of the JOBS Act that would allow small businesses to sell equity to the public has been
postponed until the end of the year or longer. But they offer only a partial explanation for why fewer
companies start in the first place. One hopeful sign is that all who have identified the decline are optimistic
about its correction. Still, this remains a cautious group. The numbers are going up, up in Chicago. Internet
and software companies accounted for two-thirds of VC investments in  The accession of ten eastern European
countries to the EU has also tapped into an internal European supply of scientists and technologists who are
willing to work for a small fraction of the cost of their pampered western neighbours. It was founded and then
settled by innovators and risk-takers who were willing to sacrifice old certainties for new opportunities.
Because the tax system is so complicated, many companies have to devote a lot of time and ingenuity to filling
out tax forms that could be better spent on doing business. Chinese and Indian entrepreneurs, who cut their
teeth in Stanford and Silicon Valley, are now returning home in ever larger numbers, determined to recreate
Silicon Valley's magic in Bangalore or Shanghai. America also has several structural advantages when it
comes to entrepreneurship.


